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Investigation 

Abstract 

Grounded in Archi tecture and Sculpture, my 
passion remains inspired by the surrounding environment 
and its relationship with people. I consider the manipulation 
of space and how it shapes perceptual qualities a way to 
inspire emotional attachment to the particular worlds they 
encompass. By encouraging viewers to rein terpret their own 
reali ties, systematic approaches can dictatenew environments 
lo the public. Returning to an overarching theme; Can a 
person engage in self- reflection through an environment? 

The Sublime is defined adjectivally, 'of such 
excellence, grandeur, or beauty as to inspire greatadmiration 
or awe.' It is also in terpreted archaically as something 
that elevates to a high degree of moral , spiri tual purity or 
excellence. By touching on sublimity in architecture and 
what it is to experience, it presen ts the opportunity to create 
something greater than ourselves. If architecture and media 
are becoming an expanding field; can sound be used as an 
experience to engage the sublime? 

Through a series of experimentation of sound and 
space, could one situate this position; 'How do you detach 
from what one sees, from what one knows?" (Eisenman) 
Architecture unlike any other discipline, is concretized in 
vision .Therefore, the introduction of an intangible force (like 
sound) and the coordination of a system, could analyze the 
way ii affects a person physiologically, psychologically, 
cognitively and behaviorally. By rendering an installation for 
apart icipant, couldone 's presence affect the manipulation of 
sound within the space to create an overall sublimity for that 
individual. By mediating the project through an interaction, 
it would allow the user to define their own experience rather 
than an authoritative guide. Self-reflection is revealed through 
the journey of perception . 



Introduction Sound in the Expanded Field 

Sound in the Expanded Field 

"Media introduced fundamental ambiguities into how and what we see. Architecture has resisted this question because, since the impMalion and absorption ofperspective 
by architectural space in the 15th century, architecture has been dominated by the mechanics of vision. Thus architecture assumes sight to be preeminent and also in some 
way natural to its own processes, not athing to be questioned. II is precisely this traditional concept of sight that the electronic paradigm questions.,, , In order to determine how sound alters space; space must be catalogued 

as ways of utilizing sound. To begin a foundational catalog of sonorous space, a 
Moreover, the material 

surtace failed (monuments were a test 
-Peter Eisenman historical approach to classification becomes relevant. Sculpture in the Expanded of time). At this lime, sculpture began 

Field by Rosalind Krauss provides aunique insight in classifying space relative to a to move into arealm of 2. Nomadic/ 
field. Krauss states "The new is made comfortable by being made familiar.'" Krauss early spatial. As seen in work like 

A Field Concretized in Vision uses a historical approach to define the malleability of the field of sculpture over Brancusi, (Fig. 03) the pedestal 
lime. She uses history to 'mitigate the difference and develop progress based on and base become the work allowing 

Peter Eisenman stated that architecture was a field 'concretized by 
vision.' Leading up to the 21st century, architecture on a grandeur scale had been 
a practice dominated by a visual interpretation. tt wasn't until technologies were 
considered spatial, that architecture could be questioned as to what creates space. 
As architects, the portrayal of space is left to the systems that are used in its 
conception. In many cases, architects push aside the visceral components of space 
and allow the mundane to drive its function and form. However, projects that break 
the traditional concepts of sight as atechnique, find success in achieving asublime 
space. Although the mechanics of vision will always be rooted in architectural 
space, could the use of systematic techniques create interventions that reimagine 
an aesthetic approach to sublimity? 

Grounded in Architecture and Sculpture, my interests have remained 
inspired by the surrounding environment and its relationship with people. I 
manipulate space and shape its perceptual qualities in a way that inspires 
emotional anachment to the particular worlds they encompass. I encourage 
participants to reinterpret their own realities, by using systematic approaches to 
open up formerly neglected environments to the public. My practice onen returns to 
sonorous interventions that engages self- reflective environments, by participating 
in site -specific relationsh ips. As asound artist, I find it compelling to investigate 
Eisenman's ambiguities into how and what we see, through how and what we hear. 

If an electronic paradigm could question traditional concepts of sight, 
then it could question concepts of sound. The field of media study has allowed 
technologies to utilize new techniques to sculpt architectural space. Sound artist, 
Bernard Leitner states "It is only an advanced technology that permits one to 
construct sound spaces as spatio-temporal architecture that relates in a precisely 
defined way to the timeless space of architecture as perceived by the eye or read 
from aplan." ' 

Through the lens of mediated architectural intervention, this thesis will 
examine how sound alters space, and its significance to the field of architecture. 
By using historical and theoretical contexts and concepts, a foundational catalog 
is developed to organize typologies of sonorous spaces in an exploration al the 
architectural sublime. From the research, afull scale intervention is constructed to 
test the proposed ideas. 

what is known.' As time moved forward, sculpture became asubject that was more 
difficult to define. II became a subject so defined that ii almost lost its meaning. 
(33) 

In order to catalog sculpture at its earliest conception; Krauss states that 
'the logic of sculpture is inseparable from the monument.' (33) Krauss uses the 
Equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius to define what monument illustrates. (Fig. 01) 

Sculpture is something at this 
time, of a particular place in a particular 
lime. II was described as the monuments 
test to time. Monuments were built out 
of lasting materials. It was considered of 
something as 1 . Site and Object. As 
lime moved forward, the boundary of site 
and object began to blur. The monument 
to Ba~ac by Auguste Rodin (something 
conceived as a monument)(Fig. 02) 
failed the test of site and object for a 
few reasons. Krauss uses the idea that ii 
failed because ii became an object that 
was replicated for other museums, it no 

FIG01 

EquestrianStatueofMarcusA;;-relius I 175CE I Bronie longer had asite invested to it. 

Monument Ill Balzac I Auguste Rodin 118911 Metal 
Copyrlght CI M8ryAnnSullivan 

The Cock I Constantin Brancusl 119241 Wood 

sculpture to retrieve in a nomadic 
nature. Krauss continues, by the 60's 
sculpture entered a 'no man's land.' It 
transitioned into work that was on or 
in front of the building that was not the 
building.' Work began to catalog itselt 
as something that was 3. Spatial/ 
Experiential. In the late 60's early 
?O's we begin to see artists venturing 
into the environment (New Mexico 
desert was a big one) to complete 
work. Work by Robert Smithson, such 
as Spiral Jelly (Fig. 04) and Walter 
De Maria's Lightning Field offered a 
unique insight into what work was. This 
experiential idea of sculpture notes 
that the position of the body and the 
experience of being within the work 
is actually the sculpture itself. Krauss 
is proving that the notion of site and 
object can be actually experiential. 

Cl American Historical Association Cl 2018ArtistSRightsSOciety(ARS),NewYork 

1 Ei senman, Peter. 1990-2004, Written into the Void; Selected Writings. 2007. Print. 3 Krauss, Rosallnd. 1979, Sculpture in the Expanded Field. The MIT Press. Cambridge, Massachusetts. Print: article. 

2 Leitner, Bernard . 1975, Sound: Space. The Architecture of Ludwig Wittgenstein Halifax. 1974. New York University Press. Print. P 14 



. .

Krauss uses adiagram that displays the logic of sculpture with the inverse 
of its logic on itself. (Fig. 5.0) The logic of th ischart can now document how artists 
are depicting sculpture, spatially. Since Krauss can classify the transformation of a 
field over aperiod of time, it was thought, that the same logic could apply to sound 
and space. 

The logic of representation and monument was ingrained in the site 
and object. When the loss of site integrated into the site, the object of abstraction 
became relevant. Sculpture could become nomadic. tt was less about the object and 
more about its sitelessness. Through that sitelessness, direct experience replaced 
viewing. The narrative of sculpture is rooted in ahistory of logic of representation . 
This history reveals that direct experience can be used as a logic of representation, 
which allows anew area of intervention to immerge. Therefore, can this narrative be 
appl ied to sound? 

If Krauss' chart can be broken down into what-is and what-is-not a 
sound intervention (Fig. 5.1 ), then the three catergorical approaches to the field of 
sculpture can determine a foundational catalog of sound and space. By analyzing 
certain precedents, sound space can be broken down to three categories: 
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Sound in the Expanded Field 

1. Site and Object = Space utlllzlng sound as played (Instrument) 

2. Nomadic/ Early Spatial = Space utlllzlng sound as a receptacle 

3. Spatial/ Experiential =Space utilizing sound from an external driver 

From Krauss' site and object, the first foundation can be illustrated as I. 
Space utilizing sound as played {Instrument) . To understand thls catalog, 
Alvin Lucier's piece 'Music on a Long Thin Wire' ' can be called as a precedent. 
The premise of this piece, was to display a long thin wire across a large space 
attached to two end points.At the endpoints abridge was developed for acontact 
microphone to sit on. Amagnet was attached to the wire and through its sl iding, 
the contact microphone picked up new micro methods of sound. In order for space 
to accompany this piece, a site and object must be established. You can easily 
repl icate the piece in anewer site, however, the piece is always about the site and 
object. Its repl ication will never be played the same twice. 

Moreover, Pendulum Music ' by Steven Reich, also uses site and object 
as away of displaying foundational category I. In this space, 4speakers are set face 
up on the ground with amicrophone dangling from their cable above. 
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Fig 5.0 Krauss, Rosa llnd . 1979, Sculpture in the Expanded Field. The MIT Press. Cambridge, Massachusetts. Print; article. 

See Video 1; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v-rgy1E4YFefB Alvin Lucier, 1992 

See Video 2; https://www.youtube.comjwatch?v• fU6qDeJPT-w Steven Reich, 1968 

https://www.youtube.comjwatch?v�
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v-rgy1E4YFefB


Sound in the Expanded Field I Typologies of the Utilized 

Actuated by a group ot 4 participants, the microphones and pulled to a 
point in space and released.Acting as apendulum, the microphones use ateedback 
over the speaker to produce a'musical melody.' As turther sol idified, this precedent 
allows the foundational category of I. to e~st through Krauss' site and object. 

From Krauss' nomadic/early spatial analysis, the second foundation can 
be illustrated as II . Space utilizing sound as a receptacle. To understand 
this catalog, Alvin Lucier's piece'/ am Sillingin aRoom'' can be called as precedent. 
The premise of this piece, is to allow a space's natural resonant frequencies to 
transform the sound displayed in a room. Through a rehearsed paragraph spoken 
into a microphone, Lucier feedback's the speech into the room until the natural 
resonance in the space solidifies itself, creating a sublime intervention with in 
space. Lucier states that this piece can happen in any room, as long as you feed 
the iterations back on themselves. This precedent allows the foundational category 
of II.to e~st by displaying krauss' nomadic analysis of sculpture. The sound in this 
piece can a be a nomadic intervention. To see other nomadic precedents please 
refer to the bibliography of built works. 

From Krauss' spatiaV experiential analysis, the third foundation can be 
illustrated as Ill. Space utlllzlngsound from an external driver/ system. 

To understand this catalog, artist Zimoun's Compilation 
1 

of systematic inventions 
can be called a precedent. This premise of Zimoun's work is to create a simple 
system that creates sound/noise. Through a series of replication and repetition, 
his pieces achieve an overwhelming sense of sublimity through experience and 
spatial conditioning.Zimoun's precedents allows the foundational category of Ill. to 
exist by displaying krauss' spatial/experiential analysis through the use of the body 
becoming apart of the work. Spatial organization matters to create an experience. 

Although these are afew references for cataloging spaces util izing sound, 
there have abeen many catalogged tor the solidification of each category. To see 
further precedents, refer to the bibl iography of built works. 

6 See Video 3; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v• fAxHILK30yk Alvin Lucier, 1981 

7 See Video 4: https://wv.w.youtube.com/watch?v• CiXhFY-EFFO ZimOlm, Ranges 

Typologies of the Utilized 

By using Rosal ind Krauss' method of historical contextualization to the 
field of sculpture, how sound alters space can be organized into a foundational 
catalog. However, the foundational catalog is only astarting point to understanding 
space altered by sound. To thoroughly categorize sonorous space, typologies 
of noise must be applied to each of the precedents to understand how noise is 
being represented. From these typologies it could then become relevant on ways 
of altering space, sonorously. Cirrus Research 8 gives a great explanation on what 
types of noise there are. Dedicated to the research of noise in space, Cirrus breaks 
down 4difterent types of noise that affects everyone: 

A. Continuous noise 
--noise that is produced continuously 

B. Intermittent noise 
-- noise that increases and decreases rapidly 

C. Impulsive noise 
--sudden bursts of noise that are startling and surprising 

D. Low Frequency 
--noise that makes up a fabric . 

E. Non-Noise related 
--noise and sound is not a driver to the project. 

As an addition, I have added class E. Non-Noise related as a typology 
to fit categorical precedents that are util izing space through other !unctions but 
are relevant to their fabrications. Through an analysis, each typology was oriented 
to each precedent based on the noise that each precedent had displayed. (See 
bibliography of built works) . 

9 Blesser, Barry. Beyond Measurements. The Acoustics of Ancient Theatres Conference, 2011. Print Article. 

Alfhough, it is easy to associate how atypology is utilized in a precedent; 
for example, Alvin Lucier's / am Silling in a Room utilizes A. Continuous Noise; it 
is more difficult to dictate how that typology is affecting an individual. Why is that? 
I can easily state that continuous noise is a typology that Lucier uses, however 
someone else might consider it to be low frequency. For this we can turn to Barry 
Blesser and Linda-Ruth Salter's "Beyond Measuremenls: A Mu/Ii-Disciplinary 
Framework for Aural Experience ofAncienl Spaces." 

9 

Barry Blesser and Linda-Ruth Salter demonstrate an idiosyncratic way 
to understanding the usage of sonic space tor aural experience. Blesser and Salter 
state that some of the most rel iable data cannot in fact be measured, and that 'not 
everything that counts can be counted, and not everything that can be counted 
counts.' (Blesser, 1). By stating this, they are realizing that although you may have 
exact data to determine certain characteristics, there is still more data that cannot 
be accurately measured. They go on to state that, "The strength of the discipline 
aural architecture is that it recogn izes the significance of people in understanding 
sound in space. Measurements of physical sound, even if all assumptions hold 
true, do not present the whole picture because sound is a human perception . In 
addition to describing the physical parameters of asonic environment, we have to 
understand how people experience the sound in a space, and how they process and 
act on their experiences." (Blesser, 2). This is interesting, in that instead of applying 
typologies to space and trusting my catalog, trust can be bu ilt by how individuals 
experience that space through their own perception. 

Blesser & Salter imply, "Perception is always personal. Wh ile two people 
readily affirm that the concert is loud, there is no way to know if they experience 
"loudness" in the same way.'' As an example (See Fig. 06), if two individuals were 
to appear in a theatre space to listen to a drum concerto, the rock drums on stage 
might appear to individual Aas that of rock drums. Based on previous experiences 
and perceptions of drums, they could easily distinguish that they are experiencing 

Typologies of the Utilized 
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their perception of rock drums. However, Person B might be experiencing rock 
drums for the first time.They might perceive the drums completely different in that 
their past experiences and perceptions lead them to tribal drums, as an example. 

They go on to state, "Human beings are not interchangeable generic 
units. Personal history allows us to rewire our brains so that we can learn to hear 
some things, and learn to not hear other things. Culture directs the development of 
our brain wiring so that individuals existing in different cultures hear and interpret 
the same sonic phenomena in different ways." (Blesser, 3) If this is indeed true, 
instead of implying typologies on to the foundational catalog, experiences can now 
dictate the typologies to each sonic space. 

But, what are ways in which experience affect sonic spaces? According to 
Blesser & Saller one way is through, Explanatory Narratives (Blesser, 3), however, 
another alternative is to look at ii through the guise of Acoustemology. For the sake 
of the research and interest, Acoustemology became adriver to the process of this 
thesis. 

8 Cirrus Research. 2015. What are the 4 Different Types of Noise? https://wv.w.cirrusresearch.co.uk,lblog/2015/01/4-different-types-noise/ Web; article. 

https://wv.w.cirrusresearch.co.uk,lblog/2015/01/4-different-types-noise
https://wv.w.youtube.com/watch?v�
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v�


An Acoustemological Approach I Space, Sound and the Sublime 

An Acoustemological Approach 

According to Blesser & Salter, "Perception is personal." Since this is What happens to your perception when you continually engage in 
the case, how do you distinguish experiencing sound it not by their approach repetitious sound? If your participation ot sound is built through repetitious 

interactions with that sound, eventually the sound phenomena deepens your 
perception. Your imagination expands to new thoughts, and eventually you engage 

ot explanatory narratives? According to Steven Feld, Acoustemology otters the 
most consistant practice for th is. "Acoustemology conjoins 'acoustics' and 

with the sublime. 
'epistemology' (the stuty ot the nature ot knowledge) to theorize sound as away ot 
knowing. "

10
11 experience can be used to catalog sonic space, and be used to add Space, Sound and the Sublime 

typologies ot sound in space, then the most logical way ot knowing sonic spaces is 
through an acoustemological approach . 

According to Feld, who coined this term, ''Acoustemo/ogy's logical point SUBLIME [suh-blahym]. 
1. Impressing the mind with asense of grandeur or power; inspiring awe, veneration,of connection to a relational ontology framework is here: Existential re/ationafity, a 
terror

connectedness of being, is built on the between-ness of experience....knowing ex: Switzerland has sublime scenery:
through relations insists that one does not simply "acquire" knowledge but, rather, 
that one knows through an ongoing cumulative interactive process of participation Merr~mWet>sterdictoonary 

and reflection. " (Feld, 13). More or less, Feld is concluding that one would become 
"The most visceral part of the sublime reaction, a feeling of being overwhelmed 

aware ot asound through an ongoing 'process ot participation.' by size or power, is finked to the ways in which an object strikes the senses and 
As an example, imagine you were to walk into a room and hear a sound imagination ...sublime phenomena simply throw too much at perception, making 

that you've never heard betore. It is completely the tirst time you are hearing it, with them chaffenging to grasp a// at once. Imagination is expanded and invigorated as it 
no relation or knowledge to how it is being produced or what kind ot timbre ii is. tries to cope with greatness. "12 

In order tor your perception to adjust and identity that sound, you must continually -Emily Brady 

repeat this process ot hearing it. The process ot participation eventually leads you 
In order to understand and contextualize the sublime to sonorousto adjust your perception ot that sound and identifying a relationship to what that elements, one must challenge the notion ot the sublime that Brady eagerly displays.

sound is for you. Historically, Brady catalogs space through 3 different natural orders; the beautitul, 
Retlecting on Blesser &Salter, ''A musician expending thousands of hours the picturesque and the sublime. The ideologies purposed by Dennis Cosgrove in 

on ear training can instantly hear whether asinger is on pitch or not, whereas amere Limina/ geometry and Elemental Landscapes can be used to reconcile man and 
amateur listener usually cannot. On the other hand, the amateur music listener might experience in context to the representation ot the natural orders. This distinction 

"corresponded to ditterent placings ot the individual in relation to the world,be aparent with several children. Such aperson can instantly determine which of 
different perspectives on that world within its governing geometrical structure .. "13 

their children is crying, but a// crying wi/1 sound the same to astranger. ""Over lime Cosgrove states that cosmography placed the individual at the stable 
and through repetition your perception is trained to understand what's heard. center ot the universe. Where Geography positioned the viewer high above the 

10 Feld, Steven. 2015. Acoustemology. In David Novak & Matt Sakakeeny, eds, keywords in Sound. Duke University Press. Print 

11 Blesser, Barry. Be}Ond Measurements. The Acoustics of Ancient Theatres Conference, 2011. Print. Article. Pg. 3 

12 Brady, Emily. The Contemporary Sublime. Cambridge University Press. 2013. Proquest Ebook Central 

13 Cosgrove, Dennis. Uminal Geometry and Elemental Landscapes, Princeton Architectural Press, 1999. Print, Article 

Space, Sound and the Sublime 

It would help to establ ish atramework tor understanding why man moved 
trom the beautitul to the subcategories ot picturesque and sublime, culturally. In 
early renaissance, artwork was centralized around man. It merely depicted man in 
the environment (more prevalent in cosmography). It wasn't until the romantics 
that the ideology moved trom human centered th inking to the landscape. "NewEB --0 0

Cosmography Geography Chorography criteria replaced old: balance rather than harmony, asymmetry rather than 
FIG07 
CI DennisCosg,uve symmetry, irregular and curved lines rather than straight ones, rough surfaces rather 

than smooth, complexity rather than simplicity, and tinally diversity, variety, and 
earth, beyond the elemental sphere. Concluding with Chorography which relocated individuality than sameness"''. The sublime is something that meant to challenge 
us on the earth's surtace, ottering little more than the vantage point ot a hill. In the person. Without this, it couldn't happen.
chorography the viewpoint and the space viewed are relative and subjective. (Fig. 

Moreover, you can see this sh ift in thinking in other torms of study. For07) 
example, it is portrayed in Sculpture in the Expanded Field by Rosalind Krauss. "The 

the picturesque to the subl ime. Cosmography, Geography and Chorography can logic ot sculpture, it would seem, is inseparable trom the logic ot the monument. tt 
be reinterpreted to the previously stated natural orders within The Contemporary sits in a particular place and speaks in a symbolical tongue about the meaning or 
Sublime by Emily Brady. use of that place ". Sculpture was always regarded as tigurative and vertical therefore 

always speaking to site and object. It wasn't until work such as "the gates ot hell" and 
"Balzac" that the loss ot site became prevalent. The monument became an abstract 

This concept could be contextualized to the concepts illustrated in 

1. The beautiful is arepresentation of cosmography. concept. Sculpture retrieved to anomadic nature. Eventually it had permeated into 
The idea ot understandable objects (small) are captured with the head. tt is the body and space becoming the work. 
something to be admired. Man is laced at the center looking outward. As stated betore, man removed himselt trom central thinking and placed 
2. The picturesque is arepresentation of geography. himselt relative and subjectively in space, thus creating a new condition for 
The in-between; it is worthy ot being a picture. Man is positioned beyond the experience. Hnature was never seen as something greater than beautiful, and it 
elemental sphere shifted that ideology, could the same thing be said tor sound? "It you don't have the 
3. The sublime isa representation of chorography. knowledge, you won't expand the sublime into your imagination."" 
The idea ot scaleless & incomprehensive. Man is insigniticant in the long run, and It man can place himselt relative and subjetively in space creating anew 
there is always agreater sense of things. Man is relocated in space, which is relative way to experience, and it experiencing is through a repetitious process to engage 
and subjective to the viewer. the subl ime, then can the question ot how sound alters space can transgress to; 

Can repetition be used as a vehicle through which the sublime Is 

engaged? 

14 Cosgrove, Dennis. Uminal Geometry and Elemental Landscapes, Princeton Architectural Press, 1999. Print, Article 

15 Brady, Emlly. The Contemporary Sublime. Cambridge University Press, 2013. Proquest Ebook Central 
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A Repetitious Repetition 

A Repetitious Repetition 

If repetition can engage fhe sublime, especially through fhe guise of 
acoustemology, historical precedents can be looked at to determine certain ways 
repetitions are being used. 

As an example, we can see the sublime being engaged with during 
the 9th and 10th centuries through Gregorian Chants. These chants are what are 
considered vocal music. "The text. the phrases, words and eventually the syallables, 
can be sung in carious ways. The most straightforwa,rJ is recitation on the same 
tone, which is called 'Syllabic' as each syllable is sung to asingle tone. Ukewise, 
simple chants are oflen syllabic throughout with only a few instances where two or 
more notes are sung on one syllable. 'Neumatic ' chants are more embellished and 
ligatures, a connected group of notes, abound in the text." " Os Jusli composed 
by Anton Bruckner is an interesting example of gregorian chanting. Specifically, a 
neumatic chant. (Fig. 08) 

Moreover, acoustic repetition engaging the sublime can be seen innature 
as well. For example, the tides of water provide asolid example of repetition. Most 
people feel calm walking along the water edge as the tides encounter the land. 
Typical beach tides become very relaxing for engaging.Crickets on awarm night in 
the country also provide a sublime repetition, in that an they are out there but you 
do not know where the sound is coming from. It ends up becoming amantra. 

Repetition is also present across discipl ines as well. As an example 
repetition became a key component during the minimalist movement. Work by 
artists like Donald Judd and Walter De Maria installed repetition as away to produce 
sublime artworks. Replication adds to the work as shown in the two figures to the 
right. But how is replication actually dictated? "Repetition creates pallerns either 
according to an exactly defined plan or by chance. The first way usually means 
employing mathematical logical processes and takes place in an environment of 
which the artist is fully aware, while the final result of the second way, a random 
process, is not directly predictable. "11 According to Lovisa, there are two 

16 Gregorian Chant https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gregorian_chant Wikipedia. Website. 

17 Lovlsa, Fabian R. Minimal-music. Darmstadt. 1996. Print. Article. Pg. 210 

overarching ways of creating panerns and repetition. The first is through a 
mathematical logic. This is the most common repetition, in that it is typically 
composed. You hear this the most in music. A muscian or sound artist can take 
and structure panerns and repetition to be pleasing or off putting. The second 
overarching way inwhich apattern or repetition is created is by random chance.The 
best way to describe this is from the subl ime reference of tidal waves. Although they 
produce aconstant hum and drone, they sound different each time but it becomes 
cyclical in its nature. Keeping these two overarching repetitions in mind, how can 
repetition be used to study the sublime? 
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Experiments 

Expe~rnents 

Now that it' s been established that repetition can 
engage the sublime through an architectural approach and an 
acoustemological approach, aset of experiments were set up 
to determine how the foundational catalog of space can utilize 
repetition. 

The first way that space can utilize repetition is 
through 1 . Feedback (looped function). If we reflect 
on some of the built work reference cata log, we can approach 
this experiment conceptually as Alvin Lucier's/ am Silling in a 
Room. An input is generated to produce an output, that ou tput 
is fedback as an input and the cycle continues. 

The second way that space can utilize repetition 
is through 2. Compositional {Linear function}. 
Composition is the most common form of acoustics in 
that most music is composition . Although you can pu t a 
composition on repeat, they are constructed completely 
linearly. For the sake of this experiment, it was studied under 
this construction. 

The third way that space can utilize repetition 
is through 3. Systematic Sequence {continous/ 
actuated function) . To describe this function , a reflection 
on the built works catalog, reveals that the work composed 
by Zimoun, offers the most useful example. A systematic 
sequence allows for the replication of a system to create 
repetition. 

Each experimen t took their own form to buil d a 
knowledge on how repetition could influence architec ture, 
sound and technology, in hopes to achieve a sublime 
engagement. 
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Lavender Prototype 

Expcri mcnt03 · Systcmat>e5cQUcncc(Cont1nuous/ActuatcclFunct•ml 

The systematic sequence experiment prov ided a 
lot of great opportunity and eventually became the dr iver to 
the thesis itself. After reflect ion on the bu ilt work references. 
Zimoun·s compilation had shown that systemat ic generation 
of sound could tap into repetition through arch itecture, sound. 
and be actuated by a technology 

Th is exper iment began with with looking at ways to 
create asystem through aphysical organ ization first The idea 
of the ch ime was yielded from the solenoid as a technology 
It was interesting to look at the solenoid in that it became a 
'knocking mechan ism· without actually having to phys ically 
touch the material. If the technology could actuate the sound. 
then repet ition could install itself through the physical and 
through the aural. 

The physical man ifestat ion began with removing 
the ce iling panels in the stud io space. The idea was looking 
at how to suspend and create space from condu it tub ing. The 
organ ization would become parasitic to the stud io space, but 
provide enough of an idea to establ ish the notion of space. 

A piece of condu it tub ing is drilled. wh ile a 
strand of fish ing line is led through the hole. Tying a !erring 
connect ion to the str ip and spac ing the connect ion from the 
hole with a washer, each ch ime began to take its form in the 
space. Once the physical repetition was organ ized in the 
space, the solenoid was parasitically attached to each ch ime 
The solenoid was attached to an angle bracket so the actuator 
would sit perpend icular to the ch imes surface 

To attach the solenoid to the ch ime, a silicon pad 
was placed on the surtace to help absorb and disperse the 
resonance of the ch ime. Th is connection doesn·t allow the 
ch ime to resonant at its fullest potent ial however, for the sake 
of time and money, it was necessary to study if th is experiment 
would work. Once the solenoid was in place, electr ical tape 
was appl ied to keep the solenoid from moving The solenoids 
positive/ground wire were fed up each fish ing line connection 
to where the ardu ino/ host brain would feed each solenoid a 
command 

Th is organ izat ion allows for the phys ical 
(arch itecture) and the sound to be actuated by a technology 
present ing a coded method of repet ition. 



Precalculated ~ Dimensions 

• EMT Steel Conduit 
• Tubing sized in inches 
• Length and hang•polntllstedfor lnches&mm 
• Select chime Size from the menu to the left of th is page 
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Experlment 03:SystematlcSequence(Contlnuous/ActuatedFunctlon) 

The in itial research for asystem began with looking 
at different instruments that could be potentially used for a 
technology. Eventually the research led to this chart organizer 
devised by leehite.org that describes in very calculated detail 
how to create a chime. From this chart and the idea that the 
chime could be a physical architectural manifestion , the 
system began to replicate itself from here. 

Each physical element in space lines up to a 
specific note. These notes indicate a certain pitch and tone 
that was hopefully going to be achieved. If an individual were 
to create achime, adeadnode at around 15-20%of the length 
of the chime (from the outside) provides the necessary area 
for ahanging point. 

While keeping this mind, the chimes in the studio 
space took it upon themselves to manifest into a harmonic 
chord with C,E,G,C being the dominate notes. This chart 
helped each chime begin to be constructed carefully so that 
its resonance could reach a peak max value. This chart also 
helped determine that certain lengths of the chimes could 
be achieved and have a more human scale to them. It was 
a concern that the chimes would be have to be constructed 
small. However, leehite.org's research and engineering 
conclude that chimes that are longer, provided a lot of 
potential to the system organization. 

The Following pages follows the construction of the 
system from its inital spiking of the chimes to its hanging 
in its place. The form did not really follow a set guide. It 
was more concerned with creating a space that users could 
interact with. It was still the hope that people within the space 
would actuate the noise, and create a repetition generated 
totally by their movement. 

https://leehite.org
https://ww,;.leehite.org/Chimes.html






Flg.201Flnall.avenderCode Experlment03:Systematic:Sequence(Contlnuous/ActuatedFunctlon) 

-_,c:::id loop() { c:a~e s : 

The following images are the necessary code for the systematic sequence to work properly. Since the PIR sensor array e~sted on a seperate motherboard and 
arduino system than the solenoid organization, abluetooth shield was added to the arduinos so that the sensor array could talk to the solenoids without awired connection. 

i f ( S,eria.1 . 4Vllihhl" !)) { 

ina:imiw;i Sen.:,oc = Ser.ia.l . p11r.:,eincc i I; 

II So11ri.i.l. . prl.nt: !incominq); 

Serial.priotl::i ( "PI.t fl ha:a bl:!cn tcipped. •); 

!'Ot. (i!'.t i "" 1; i < 30 ; i t+) { 

s tcike ( O, r am:k,m (l 6 ), ca.::id.om ( .2 , 6)); 

The following code, set up the pins in which the solenoids and sensors are assigned to. The sequence breaks down each sensor into a'case of repetition' so that when aPIR :a v itc h t incclru.ngSe.-i:1cr ) { n::ike ( r&·r:d.e~ U OO, 'SOOi, u:nd::i-!1', ( 16), ra.n-;:ic:n ! 2 , 1.:.) ) ; 

sensor is recognized and goes 'high.' the following case strikes arandom chime at certain intervals. The code was lett open so that, if asequence wanted to have adifferent 
tempo, or adifferent strike hardness, it could be adjusted for it. 

C & .!! e /J: 

5<!eTi111 _print:l n C•pr:. 1:1 h .!1!1 b<!e 'o!ell cri.pp,!d _"); 

t:-or (inc i. = l.; i -<: 30; i++ l ( 

!ltcike ( r ... nt1cr. i20, 200) , ra.nd:::m (1 6 ), 

l a '!Jc.Sen'!lo r ·Heerd • inc:cmi.n i;,Se.n!lor; 

r&ndom ( 2 , 12) ) ; 

31trilce ( O, r udorc.( 16), rando:it1 (2, 6) ) ; bz:r.ak; 
31trih, ( r:&nds:ern ( 100 , 500), n,nd::1!1! ! 16), zu:id=i l :2 , 12 )); ca~e € : 

(Code was written in conjunction with Jason Geistweidt) 

Th• • u ch , '''"" 'et., , _,, .. q , •.,,,, ut>ln•a rn Jcb _ ,.,.., , ·1....ad n ' ~·'·"'' ,oo 

'"tC• ba• und0; ,,,.. ca,t&ll>t,oe ~,~n ..; o< "">rou .. · "" ""''"'· "'"' 0 n~ -.,c,c, """c•, I 

••auvvon<" .,. •-•uoor.n, "'"H"'°"'"" · • 
,t """• • • <tee, tho p • •<•tu , ,cny e>'1"11''rSt.o.o:, 

rn.,,..., ,.,,,c,_,_,,,, ,.,;, ono, u ,, ·nn·,,n 

//La-.-1trnier ta.-t r=i.- thrc<>,;,h all pin.- bm,;,ianin,;, with JO and proceed.in,;, thri:luqh 

i"t: p i nHim • JO ; 

ff tht! ~etup !uoctim, run,i ont;O! "h"" you""""" """"" e r p<>-r ,;h,. hoard 

vcid • •tupD { 
// in1t1 al1sa di,;,ital pin U'.!'.l_ IIUILTIN •~ aa output 
'.!or li!t~ i • 30; 1 < O; 1H· ) { 

!ltrilce j ra:o<io!f\ (20, 200 ) , ra.rn:iolr\ (16), rand.oin (2, l2 )); 

li. :!i tS.i.n:!lorH..ai::d = incomini;iSen:!lor; 

br•alc ; 

Serial . print:ln ("Piil. :1!1 h11:!1 been t;ripped." ) ; 

t:o:: (i:n; i"" 1; i -<: 3 0; i+t l ( 

:atrika ( O, rllmi=. (1 6 ), r.i.n,foz, ( 2 , 6)) ; 

.:,trilce l r11-nd"'"' UOO, 50IJ ), random ( Ui ), z11ndrnn (:2. 12 )); 

.:,trilce l i:<!!ndm:'c l :20 , 2 00). rendom ( 16 ), r11-odoin ( 2 , 12) ); 

S111x1al . pri::it:l.n ("PI;!. i'l ha~ bee::i t:1:1pp,ci.d..") ; 

f or (int i • 1; i < 30; it+) { 

.stcike ( O, rand!:lm (1 6 ), c&ndom ( .2 , 6)); 

•t:rike ( r•!'-~<'.:~ 1100, 'SOO), r"'-ndom ( l6), randc.m {2 , 1:.1 ) ; 

."ltrike ( r<f.nt1'J.!:\ i 20 , 20D) , r.!.ndn?!\ (16), r.!.ndom ( 2 , 12) ) ; 

l a'!Jc -Sen:!lorJ!eerd • inc:cmini;,Sen!lar; 

b z:eak ; 

c:a!<e 7 ~ 
S111crial . pri::it:ln ("PI·;!. ltl hll!!II bcien tripp111.d.."); 

pin..'fodaCi, OUTiltrr); 
l ;i,;, c;S.,n:.aoi:He.a rd == incomingSen3or; !'or (int: i • 1; i < r1t.ndOI11 ( 8 ); i++ ) { 

br e,. k; .stcike ( O, ra.nd!:lm (l 6 ), ca.ndom ( .2 , 6)); 

•t:rike ( ttl'.~m!l l lOO, 'SOO), ramfom ( l6 ), randam \ 2 , 1:.) ) ; 

fl t.he ]opp !urict.io!\ ::utii O'l'er aa(l CN e:: •'>l•in !O:;'. e Ver SQri;1.l. . print-l n t •~n• fl h.ioa been t:rip,xid. ") ; ."lt:rike / r<f.nd'J1:1 i 20 , 200), r!!.nd~!!\ ( 16 ). r11ndom ( 2 , 12) ); 
voidloopt ) I 

for Cin,: i • 30; i < 47; iH-) l 
diqit.•Hlrl~t! (i. H.I~) ; II tu,:r, tll~ L.!:rl on (HIGH Lll "~ volt:.AQ" 1 .. v .. l) 

! er lint- i -'- 1; i -<: 30; i tt) ( 

:atrilce ( O, ca.nd=: ( 16), r11nd □ z, ( :l , 6) ) ; 

etrike l ca,ndo.m. ( 100, 500 ) , r&ndom ! llil, :1:u1.d01n (:2, 1 2 )); 

l ~!l tSl!!'.n!lorHe~rd -.. incolrlin,;;iSe'.n:!Jor; 

b z:i;,.ik; 
·~· (,n, • • •· . ~ l>· "H I { I/HI puo, - 1" •• IIIWT, _.. do~•t ~.. 0 .nd l •• tMy 

'f••• ~nd fo• 0,,..1 c-•••..••~ 
diq2tal,lrit;0 Ci, LOW ) ; 
d•l• :/C 300J; 

II turn tho LtD cff by ,nakin9 1'ht volt•9" LO.I 

//..,•it;foraaacond 
!ltrilc.::i l r.tndo1td 20 , :. OO), r~ndor,( 16), raodo!ll ( 2 , 12) ); d e!"~ul t: 

.b r e a k ; 
lal!ltS1m!!!ccH@a z::d. == inccmi.ngSen,oy; ; 

b r eak ; 

Seti•l . print: l n ( "P!il. 1:1 !1,111 bein cripp.;id. •); 

l/1/l!llJli'. ~,., ,.., c-.·•• a oou
~01~ lc,,x,O ( 

fo, (>n• ~ • O; i ~ 81 ~++) l 

//',n -,,, U... ,h,.:W y•n I u ,_,.~ !<>t ~~• l'O cud ! <><>t ~nd) 

Uond.,. °''" •• ~1- •~ n,.,, • o · =• ""' ot pln""""" •-H la.- t 1<0rkin9 code t hi .- 1,ver.inq<-<-<-<-<-<-<<-<-<-<-<-<-<-<<><-<<-<<-<-<<-<-<<-<-<-<«·-<-<-<<<-<-<-< 

t'C!r:: (i:i.t: i = l.; 1. -<: 30; it+) ( 

'!l trilce(O, r::5ndor,( Hi) , r11ndoz,. ( 2, 6)); 

!lt:rilce ( i:,irniO'ro ( lOO , 50/J), r,irniom ( l6 ), r"nd::nn ( 2 . 12 )); 

;iu:ilu,l r.f.ndT.!1 ( 20 , 2 00 ) . rand'Jltl ( 16), r.indolll ( 2 , U: )); 

la:!!ltSen:!!lo.rH,.ard - inc,omingSen,,-or; 

-.,cid !ltrike ! int offset:De.la y, int: firiogPin, inc int..,rOellil y ) 

di,,l.il y ( o ff,.:, et~lay.); 

-d.1g1cal~CJ.CQ ( f1r1ng11in + JD, HIG.H); // cf'!.!ilr;;,.t built: in 

delay i incei::Delay); 

digical'tlcite ( firingPin + 30, WH) ; /foffsec built in 

{ 

if la.di~~ - ~ r-:.tl ) ( 

n 

U !?1<1U <Ol 1 1 - LC'll"l ( 
Sen-1 .pcor.qi); 

If'-<"'""'"" vu LCOI ••• YO l & ct>oll.00 1a .c, <><:cucrao 
li;,<:i.nt tho po~ n,_, tcwouod u tt.e Suul ;,on°"" 

' nt l nc:a ' n9Stn.-cr· 
int lu,tS'uUl<>rliaard; Seri11.l . print-ln ( "PI>< Jl h•• been cripped. •); 

fn r:: (int i .. 1; i < SO; i+t) ( 

, trike lO, ru1d=- <l6 ), riloO,oir, ( 2 , 6)); 

..,cid gcNut!I () { 

//wait betveen 0-199 =, pick 11 r11ndo1'1 chi:it1e, ,-trike vith can 

:.it rill:,;. J ra.ndc::,. j ;;OO ), c;i.nd.,:,m ( 2D ), ca:ndo::,. ( 1 0 00 )) ; 

' JolH { 

U !~l.ch o u l1] - 11:C~I { 
o,,n , 1.p,u,u.c,1,· 

I/it pJ.c,c,.. U ~t"°' lo.n~ ,J<. p1n a o.l • o ~!GB ) 
1/M ..,,,,,u~ .... o,,ly • .,.. Uoli4Q ,a, !DI 00 U ,;,< •M U<elW>q 

void utup C) l 
S<1:eial. h•,;,1,i C9€00); 

for (in,: i • C; i -< 20; i+·~) j 

!iltrilco.l j ra.ndom ( lOO , 6 00), random ( l6 ), random ( 2 , 12)); 

.:!ltrilce j ,:11.n::lc:n j 20 , 2 0 0) , r~dor.( 16). candom ( 2 , 1:i:) ); 

I /wait 11. 0-S00!.1 ~. pic:k 11. chime between 6 .!Ind 16. hit: vith r 

:.1tri1<,;,. ( rui.dc11J. ! SOOO ), r.i.ndom ( lO ) + 6, r.i.ndom {:.:O OI + 200); 

/ /wait either 1 or 2 ,-eeond.,, !!! trike ehime l, :i,,ediuxn veloeit',' 

1/,ur, ••-•u LOi! c:ntil oa ocu IUr.M oaun 1.io•tSen•ocHeard • i.nc,oltlin,;Sen•or; :!ltrilce ( ra.nd>:t~ l 2 ) + 1 "' 1000, 1, 200 ) ; //w11it :3.498 l!l3, 'l!trit.e 

b r e ak; 
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Lavender Prototype 

Once the phys ical and code were working together, 
ii was important to rece ive feedback from the publ ic on 
how, and if the prototype was using repetition to engage the 
subl ime. 

Over time. the experiment adopted the name. 
Lavender, for a few reasons. To further navigate the idea 
of grandeur and the myster ious. the color purple is often 
associated with these characterist ics. Accord ing to work 
by Angela Wright, Violet is "The shortest wavelength, 
often described as purple. It takes awareness to a higher 
level of thought, even in the realms of spiritual values. It is 
high/; introverted and encourages deep contemplation, 
or meditation. It has associations with royalty and usuaffy 
communicates the finest possible qua/ii; Being the last visible 
wavelength before the ultra-violet ray, it has associations with 
time and space and the cosmos " II was important to install 
th is idea into the visual. the light ing of the installat ion matters 
in that the interaction should be between the user and the 
system The repet ition in the phys ical manifest ion and the 
repet ition in sound needed a visual myster ium attached to it. 

II was interesting to see how people were 
going to interact with lavender, more importantly how the 
installation would watch/interact with people Reflect ing on 
Peter Eisenman, ".. .to affow the subject to have a vision of 
space that no tonger can be put together in the normalizing, 
cfassicizing, or traditional construct of vision: an other space, 
where the space 'looks back' at the subject. A possible first 
step in conceptualizing this 'other' space, would be to detach 
what one sees from what one knows - the eye from the mind 
A second step would be to inscribe space in such a way as 
to endow it with the possibilil; of looking back at the subject 
Alf architecture can be said to be already inscribed. Windows, 
doors, beams, and columns are akind of inscription " 





Lavender I System Setup 

Lavender 

Lavender was largely successful, and I received a lof of excellent 
feedback. The feedback provided a lot of insight on newer ways of presenting the 
systematic sequence as away of creating repetition. The Lavender prototype gave 
me an opportunity to allow repetition to engage the physical in architecture and 
noise. It also gave users the chance to experience acoustemologically, through the 
technology (solenoids, arduinos, PIR sensors), which actuates the system through 
a 'process of participation' 

It was interesting to see Lavender watch people in the space because 
I had no idea how the code would interact with people or how the 'process of 
participation' would be utilized. With afew people in the space, Lavender generated 
a unique set of random repetition (using it through the overarching processes of 
chance). So sound was being produced repetitiously, but ii was difficult to discern. 
As more people began to flood into the space, the PIR sensors had a difficult time 
tracking individuals because they would go 'high' for 30 seconds before returning 
to a 'low' state. The more that people navigated the space, the greater the chance 
the PIR sensor would go 'high' and remain high. eventually if all the sensors were 
high, the code would speed the repetition up until it overlapped so much, it would 
trigger like an alarm. II was very off puffing and pushed people to curiously find out 
why it was happening. Abug in the code, needed the system to be unplugged and 
reset in order to turn the alarm off. 

From the feedbac~ Lavender was largely only portrayed as an object. 
Many people who interacted with ii, were looking to bridge the object as athreshold 
or occupy it underneth, rather than around it. Moreover, the PIR Sensors although 
in code were creating a repetition, it was only really generating anoise rather than 
arepetition that people can experience. 

Reflecting on some of my earlier departure points, if media and technology 
(from Eisenman and Leitner) could question traditional architecture, and th is could 
be done through systematic sequence, then what would quality itself as such? 

20 Haacke, Ha ns. All Systems Go. MIT Press, 2008. Article. 

System Setup 

In Luke Skrebowski's article on, more or less, the life and work of the 
great Hans Haacke, systems as away of critque and production can begin to provide 
an answer to what qualifies itself as a system. Haacke states with such poise, "// 
you take a grand view, you can divide the world into three or four categories- the 

physical , the biological , the social and behavioral - each of them having 
interrelations with the others as one point or anothe, There is no hierarchy. All of 
them are impMant for the upkeep of the total system.'® 

Historically, we can call Haacke's work as aprecedent for this. Some of 
his more famous works, such as Condensation Cube (Fig. 24) allow a simple idea 
of physical ity to celebrate natural processes and in turn create intriguing ideas of 
art. Reflecting on Krauss, Art can be more than just an object. It can be ephemeral, 
experiential and territorial. 

By establishing this, the system organization of Lavender can reflect on 
this statement. Technology became a mediator to the physical and the biological 
(bioacouslics), and through this can be actuated by a social/behavioral process 
of participation. The physical creates a repetition through space, architecture and 
materiality. This organization should become concrete in its symmetry. tt e~sts as 
afield. The biological creates arepetition through sound, resonance and tone. This 
organization should become concrete in its asymmetry. Its diabolical because sound 
is ubiquitous. It is everywhere, and nowhere. However, the two are reflexive because 
the technology allows for ii to happen. The system generates no hierarchy. Because 
there is no hierarchy, "the social system of art...finds itself in an environment that 
is always already more complex than itself, and all systems attempt to adapt to this 
comple~ty by filtering ii in terms of their own self-referential codes which are based 
on afundamental distinction by means of which they carry out their operations. The 
point of the system is to reproduce itself.but no system can deal with everything, 
or even many things, all at once. "21 

However, as important as th is is, Jack Burham said ii best that "in a 

21 Wolfe, cary. Lose the Building: Systems Theory, Architecture, and Diller+ Scofidio's Blur. Rice University. 2006. Artide. 
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systems context, invisibility, or invisible parts, share equal importance with things 
being seen." n This is why the sound component generated from the system is 
necessary. An unescapable element that controls so many qualities of life, should 
be celebrated. There is more than an emotional attachment lo it, it has a spiritual 
condition that should be provoked. 

FIG24 

CondensationCubelHansHaackel1965 

C ima,gecouneousofM/ICBAlnSpaln 

22 Burnham, Jack. System Esthetics. 1968. Article. Pg. 35 

23 Eisenman, Pet er. 1990-2004, Written into the Void; Selected Writings. 2007. Print. 

System Setup 

Looking at the process of participation as an important constituent to the system 
is necessary. If a body is actuating the system in space, it takes an authoritative 
position as an animator. 

Reflecting on John Cage's 4'33, the experimental piece takes the 
environment in which it is being performed and allows that to be the piece itself. 
The audience is immersed in what they think will be apertormance, but in fact they 
become the pertormance. Th is idea of the performer vs. the audience questions how 
the system should be conceived as an intervention. There is alarger conversation to 
be had to who in the space are assigned these roles, but in the case of asystematic 
sequence, the system and the individual take on these roles. 

Eisenman offers a unique way to consider the idea of the system as 
an intervention. "How does one change the motivation of the subject-user or the 
subject-architect who inhabits or makes architecture? In other words, if architecture 
is viewed as something that is known and understood, can one change architecture 
to something that can present the unexpected within the expected?',, This same 
logic applies it to the system. The unexpected nature of movement in space creates 
new ways of repetition engaging the subl ime. The system is expected to perform 
but by abody in space, watching and listening to the system, a refle~ve moment 
of the system doing the same, creates a new motivation to the space. " ... The 
listener should not simply remain enchanted, but is meant to remain aware of the 
construction behind the process. The listener should create a concentration of the 
differences and similarities, and not be absorbed by the atmosphere. ,.z 

4 

23 Leitner, Bernard. 1975, Sound: Space. The Architecture of Ludwig Wittgenstein Halifax. 1974. New York University Press. Print. P 19 
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Intervention 

Building on the research from acoustemology as 
a way of theorizing sound, engaging the sublime through 
repetition and process of participation , The system as an 
interven tion aims to learn from the experiements conducted 
prior to its construction. By delineating asystematic sequence 
inspired by work such as Zimoun and John Cage, an idea of 
audience vs. pertormer helps to create a space that touches 
on all fourconstituents present in Hans Haacke 's total system. 

1 . Physical 

2. Biological 

3. Social 

4 . Behavior 

Technology became a mediator to the physical 
and the biological (bioacoustics), and through this can be 
actuated by a social/behavioral process of participation. The 
physical creates a repetition through space, architecture and 
materiality. This organization should become concrete in its 
symmetry. It exists as afield. The biological creates arepetition 
through sound, resonance and tone. This organization should 
become concrete in its asymmetry. Its diobolical because 
sound is ubiquitous. It is everywhere,and nowhere. However, 
the two are reflexive because the technology allows for ii to 
happen .The system generates no hierarchy. 
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Form Finding 

Reflecting on fhe feedback from Lavender, what 
could transcend into a more organized system sequence? tt 
Lavender was perceived by others as just an object, the first 
task was to consider anew organization to the system. 

If people wanted to sit under and pass through 
the architecture, the first logical step was to remove the 
horizontal arrangement and suspend them vertically. The 
interesting things about this arrangment, is that the form can 
take any shape that ii needs to because now ii makes amore 
generative field. (similar to the work of Walter De Maria's 
Ughtning Fie/cf) . 

Moreover, Since the PIR sensors in Lavender were 
watching an individual and just making noise by sensing 
movement, could the PIR sensors instead be thought of 
'territories of repetition' instead. This way, the repetition is 
always understood and heard. More importantly, ii could be 
picked up on. If an individual were to be in the space then the 
territory holds acertain condition of repetition. 

A few ideas were in the work, but ultimately, as 
shown on the representational drawing on the left page, 
the sound had become more spatial. People needed to be 
engaged with an experience in order to be engaged with 
the subl ime. The following form finding on the next spread 
indicate these resolutions, so the system as an intervention 
could be more successful. 
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Fig. 28 I Ostinato Final Form Diagram 

Adopting the name Ostinato, wh ich means a1-Sl-lt.onfl'SIOI"""' 
,•✓ r " " ...,, " continually repeated phrase or rhythm, the final form allows 

... :i,11,..,,e:.- r~ \ C. 
for the proposal to be occupied, sat under and viewed as ant>;;.-' 

p,,-11-'l-- ": object. Directly changed from feedback from the LavenderI I I I I I I 
'\. 

prototype.c.;'\ ... e;:.~.,, J The organization called for anew array of solenoid ,..... ,1,, p, .. :i-1..... organization as well. Shown in the image on the right, the~ ~a J 

1111 r,.-1,. r-...u solenoid array, offsets itself opposite every row so that eachI t,L1 
~~ 

c;; pitch in the system is activated, but helps the arduinosA:,✓ ""£o; 
p, .. 04 ... ~ distribute the code more effectively. Each row is organized

.--1 ,.··· I , , I I r,;,,: -·· o.; through a letter and number grid starting with A01-E11 . Each ....o, ·~- solenoid tag has an associated pin so that the system could 
c...✓ easily be troubleshot, if the array failed anywhere on theL 'r~: i ~ ...... 'Ets~·~ circuit.✓&.-. i);,, ..... The following pages show the construction of the-~ ,.,. ~; 4 ., new proposal. With the attachment of a metal structure into 

,.,"406- ....... the ceil ing of the studio space. Each Cchanel, hosts a C clipr:.: .:... 
~"" 2.'f which the fishing line for the chime is distributed on. This✓loi. o;........ system now allows for aclean and minimal ist feel, especiallyQ ·-~ ..~- .,~~i ✓... since each solenoid is wired using transparent speaker cable. .._, ~C:!:t 
~ The final outcome feels like the chimes are floating in space. 

Solenoidrnatri>.forOstinalll """ 

.,,,. 
"' 
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Ostinato solenoid 'stacking' iteration ,."'~""'.:'.'"".;':",),f:~j~~I --
1 --
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1
1:1:11:i1l1/JjlJ11' ,, , , , 111I ',' :,:1:1:1:1 ::111!11,,;,1 1 ,, / •_;. 11111 

, 1 I 

03 Once the system was finally constructed it was time" " to test the code. It was under the assumption that due to the 
- distribution of the breadboard to the solenoid (specifically,,: ,:1:1 :: 1:J1/Jjl/lJ1, 

. ,.r ,:1:1:1::IJlJ!i/l /11 -- through the 8 bit channel drivers on the breadboards) the•, 1111•' ,,>1 I , 11 , 11 1I . ,,,i11:i11liJ1l1/I/ IJ 1, solenoids would be able to be 'stacked' on top of each other,
1 I _,, ' ' '1J•l11/ as shown in the diagram on the left. This type of organization1/ JI I ../ 

could start to look at new ways of simplifying the repetition to --·-- --·---1 territories, which failed in Lavender. 
Unfortunately, due to a limitation of power within 

°' 
li1 ,I, ' " t1'l1I05 06 I I the space, the solenoids within the system ended up having 

-- I 
I 
I I II I ,, ./' I I \. to be replaced after being shorted out and causing afire. As,1 1ilif1~ - --- shown in the image on the right.•, ,ri'1:, i1 ,;1i' 11 I/ 111 l1i 1/1 i1 /11, -, 1 1,1 ,l 1 / 1, ,r ,1i,\11,, . / -- __....,> However, this limitation gave me an opportunity to 

J , , , · ' 1 ' 11I, , 1, 11,1 / .. .r i1,:1: 11 :iJlijl~1 reflect on some of the previous research, such as the gregorian
I I I ~ ' ' 1, ii, I I chants and phasing within repetition. After reflecting, each~ - / / ; chime was associated with being a individual 'monk' within 

the space. Which, instead of stacking the solenoids in the 
code, they could be intervaled to create a repetition. This 

07 08 09 would help from cooking the solenoid array, but also slow the 
system down to distinguish abetter organization of repetition . 

-- ~ ; • It was the hope the repetition could be easily discerned.,,r,:,:, ::~!1 FIG331 1 
I 
,1
11

11I ,,, ,,,:,:,::::,, ---
1, SOlenoidExplo,s,OnDiagram 

, , 11 1111I ••,,,, ,:i:1::lAA~1' ~ ,',II .;,, , 1 1, 111 1I 
•, 1 1 I -
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Flg. 3410stlnaltlFlnal Code 

The following images are the necessary code for Ostinato to work properly. The feedback from Lavender proved the orginal concept for the PIR sensors was not 
as strong. There the new code treats each PIR cone as a 'territory.' Each territory has an associated repetition sequence inscripted on it. With this, the code now has a 'base 
state' repetition that the system allows returns to, so there is always repetition in sound that people in the space can pick up on. The following spreads represent each state 
of repetition. The PIR code, has a 'kill' feature, where the last PIR to register kills everything before it, so that it may pertorm its task. In the space, if an individual sets aPIR 
high and continues to actuate it, that repetition state will always run, until the sensor registers low, where it will return to the base state. Because the idea of territories is a 
conceptual approach for the sake of the thesis,the code is left completely open, so that if anew state of repetition wanted to added or changed it could easily be programmed 
to. II another PIR sensor wanted to be added, it could easily integrate into the system. 

(Code was written in conjunction with Jason Geistweidt) 

//Solenoid • •• 11,p !"c<= 'l"1-u/ l.nur, ·•l.11 

//U:U .iqn• d lcnq STl,.'l"! 10 ) 

w,•iqn•d l.cnq eun• ntMill.i • ; 

c.,-,siqn•d Len; \ClD!!~e - o, int pirS"• t•t5]; / / held la•t knc,-i,,n .tote ~fall pin• 

w,• iqn•d Lon9 , a.tr'Iwo - O; 

w,s.1on•d.1cnc , 1inerTo>::1t1t •o; 

wa1qno<i lon,;i t.i,...rFm.,r • O; 

c,ns lqned lon,;i \Cimarri•• • • O; v<>id Leep() { 

c,i.ur antMillia • milli•O ; 
//urinqn• dlcnq lcr S!A'l"[ !4) 

cu,.,iqnedLanc \Cln:rSU•O ; if ! pi.:St a ta[ O] - LOW u. p;:rState[ l J as t.oi,; •~ pi.r5t.. t a[21 - LOIi" u; p irStata(3] - LOK ~• p ir.Stata[4] za I.DW) { 
=•1qn•<ILonq t:U.rS...,•n ,.O; 

Wl• 1qn•'1lcn<, t.iDOc:Ei<,ht. • O; 

//wi•it1n•dlcnq !cc 5ta u !2 l fer fint i •i;i -<7;i,i-,i-) { 
w,•i<Jn•d l.cng ti.,..::ll:Lr.a • O; r o aru.nc • <1iq1taliaa:1. ci ); 
W1•111n•d Lene \Cln!r'Ie:-, • o, 
=•iqnodLong t i.,..ci; l ovon • O; 

i ! (raa<linq - ,ll,;,I:) I / /ch• c:k i! ~h• input pin i • r •a di.nq RIGl!, 
//ir,terv•l~ for J:TA:r!: ◄ 0 1 s~rl.U pt:.tntl.t t I J ; 
1nt lntonr• lO'n o ·• 4000 ; Srria.1.println l " i• l!IGH" \; 
int int• n·a l'rY" • 3800; 

ult in<c•r>ralTh n• • 3700 ; if lpitStacce[i - 11 - LOV ) { / / if the , ccaa "•• U7il •• • ,.., I.av• • cha"'-"' in •t• t• occurrin,_- . 
il>t i.-..u .~v• J.F<n>-t • 3<'00, ,s.,-1..1.pr"-nt ( " Sc: ana i t nov, "); 
int int•r<"•l.l'H•• • asoo; Sa.ri&l.pn.ntln i i-2 ); //print th<> pin nuri>ar tr:iq,;i ered ta th<> S•rial pert and 

•c:•"• - i - ~; //aa t ,carui tc " " " ""'"" r ,o c a nt 1>1 ·2 tripp,od . 
//int • rv•l.• far sn,.:n: ◄~I pir5tC'lltcR (:1 - 2 1 • ~:CH, ll• • tc th<i • t11ta '"" HI-.:H 
u1t int• cval5ix • aoo, 
·nt ' nt•rvalS•ven · eo· · 

lnIC i ntucv•l!;iq?tt "'8J.O ; i.! ipirS<.a t a !i - ~J - HICH) { //1f pi.rStAt• i JI EICH !&nd the pin i • • l • c HIGH ) 

//5•:nal.printlnJl ) ; //de ncthinq, ~-.. only ue loc:klnq !er 1-0W tc ffI ,:;"H svitc:hir.q 
11,_nterv~l" r □ r .!l'Arr c.i pirS"O,. cc e [i - ~ I • LOIi; //pin rc:D11an , L01,I until p:iD ,_-oe, KIGII "' 'J~in. 
l.:lt 'nt.. ,eval.tl 'ne • 500; 

Hlt int4 r ¥alian ~ l!lOO; 

int in~et~·a l!lev • 'n • 1500, 

, ... 1>r, ito c- a, 
.... , , ,11 0 1, 

d1,1ulllncoe>t , 

<1• l•i· <Wl , 
<11,1,u11nooca1, 

1< ' ""uon<N1Lla -
0it1Ulll<HOC,0 , 

<1ol•J <l01; 
,;1,,,u111nco1.o , 

<11.Ct,J>rnC. 14,. 

d.al"· l20l ; 
0191Ulll<HO ll0.
,,,1..- ,101 , 
<1u,ulllncolJO . 
d oU~l201; 
<ii.9,ulllriooln, 

d 111t•>~<• •o !H, 

d.olo y 1a o1, 
..i.,,,.,.,~• • u< U , 

<11 , 1<0 ,no ! >?, 

.....1 110) ; 

" • u to !3?, 

""'•~1, 01 , 
..i.,,...,w..u ,u , 

ITTc:il>· 

LOOI" · , 

,n~w1, 

<LMn>ao ~ <o<•<V01t'Y<>l I 
H.I"") ' 

1.0ll l " 

WIi i ; 

l'.I ...J; 

WO>a 

lfl<.R l , 

l,.QII) · 

.UC!!> , 

lltC11) 1 

LOOI ), 

l!I1>!1" 

•~ ,.,.n.,.,11,1u, - ,..,d,v. > ..,. , ..,.1n,,.,1 
o,tolllri<o <U. me:>< 

<l&I •Y <lO I;
,:1,.,..111,;.-,u . ..c,11 , 

dLo>t&UritoCO, l.CO!J ' 

""' • YII O! , 
dir, ,-ua · •• !<<, Jl%,lff i , 

d · y,~o1W<ho l .. , .a<l r 

"'"ior COO> · 
..., ....v.... , ... :111, 

<'•t<ua,,.. ,.,, u:oto · 
do1,,· i:1D1 · 
<110,ul>"<l<o«I . mc:a,, 
<l<l1>·!l01; 

""-~'""''""'""' " · Lal) . 
40Coy 120I ; 

,oa,uuc:u ,o, ~•'-"I· 

<11,;;, · ••l•nu <n. LOIi) · 

«olo v l'O); 

,....... ,.....,.... ""'"' ' 
""'1'7U OI ; 
...,.,...,..... u o, !.OOi) ; 

di.. '<olhn• <tl, 11!'-"l 
<»1'~ 110 1; 
-u•lWuu <H, I.Oil) ; 

" ,____ _ ., ( 

di•>e•l~dto<n , · . 

<lly · ui,rc ·to , , J.<!11) · ,...., ,co,, 
,Hgoc.i•ciu!Zt, "1""' 
,.._,,..,w.... 1u, I.OM >· 
,.. ,, ,1m1, 
dJ.yin11hc · •• •- ~• ~•=> 

dl.,nlllnte l-.-. WK) · 

,..,,c, ,GOl, 
d10nolW<Lu1n. Hlc:H) ; 

dol•J ltiOI 
di.,c o1"d<o (2 1 , !.();I) ; 

<l• U) ICO I; 

if loo.n o - :) { 

.dl.1iulll~1u l11 , l!IGRl : 

d·9i<ol>rntolU , l.Cll ) 1 

dolo7 ! :00 ) · 

<l19la.llruoo 1U, llt~, 

dl~oul•=••• ll•. II t) 

30UJ !20); 

310,ulOnco , 3 4 , LOO ; 

:io l o:,(00 ); 

»9t<olllc100 13S, H!Gl!I : 

,·co1'i"••• l <i, 11""'11, 
3ol•7 <20>, 
dl.fOtoJ.Wc>to l ,0, L::t" ) ; 

,,.......... ,u , 1':llfo· 
d•loy <OOl · 

....... u .. , . .. , . '""'"' " 

.............. ..,, 1,0lf, ..,.y,.,,, 
d,o><o.U,,-oUl, III"" I ; 

d10,u!h,..,,u _ 1.0W1 ; 

3• l • ~ U ~001 ; 

d·,.col1'nOo lO, 11:::<'1!) · 
~- 11, 110), 
d,.-iulllcit• IH , UN); 

~-i., 11~ ) ; 
s:.o, · HO I .. , . .. : 

., .1-. no,, 
3i~1tol•ntolO , WIi i ; 

dcg,c, J.>lnto !H, 1.0ll" I , 
~.1a, 11s); 
··~•Ulllc · co 1••· filQI) ' 

d,olt•l~n~•CO. 

~• l •S' 115); 

<li~LUl~<U<t l.. , lHGI!); 
d olorll0 ); 

<11~1uJ~nto l n , 1£WI; 

d>..•>•l•n<• IIO , "tc:HI 
dolo1· 110l; 
«·ou,1~.... 110, U'OII; 

dio•"l~ nto!H , H!'-'11 ; 

do lo rl l O),

• .. ,.,. ,11, WIii, 

<lU•i1 1S), 
,;1;.-a,l••~•• 1U, ,i:,;111; 

d10:.u1anto <H. 

d.•l. • r l l U ; 
di~LtoC"t• I U , 

dol<yf1a ); 

oli9... ) • .,~. , .. , 

dLt•••··•~- (U, 

<lo l. orC1 01, 

<ll.~:.«)W<lO,t (SS, 

d•IL"lWnto. (n, 

<l•l•f l 10 1; 

<1111«•wno,,i~~ . 
<lOl &r[ iOI; 
410>tUWUU(U. 

<1 • L• r t l 0 1; 

dL9LulWeh~ (~~-

d.1... ,w.... (a1, 

d•L•yl10 I , 

dL\J:-«lW<><-• !S~ , 

<1u,u1wuto (H, 
4ol n l101 ; 
d1gculJrH... (M, 

~,; 

;Ht;H ) 

WIi i , 

KIO~); 

:.C,0-J, 

U<'ll) ; 

-:.,;,a-); 

u ..-~1; 
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Once the code was working and everything was in 
place lhe room was cleaned oul complelely lo sel ilsell up lor 
lhe delense and a public exhibilion. To mainlain lhe nolion 
of the mysteriousness portrayed in the Lavender Prototype, 
Oslinalo was Iii using lhe purple hue wilhin lhe space. (As 
noled in lhe image on lhe lett) 

Oslinalo had only been lesled wilh alew individuals 
in the space prior to the defense and opening. so Iwas curious 
how ii would reacl wilh a bunch ol people in lhe space. II 
was concerning lhal lhe repelilion mighl nol be able lo be 
distinguished because the movement of a lot of bodies in the 
space would constantly be tripping territories of repetition. 

However. Oslinalo held ils own and became wildly 
successful. Learning from the Lavender prototype, people 
were more engaged with the space and began to experience 

·:i,, lhe piece lhrough an acouslemological approach. Some ol 
lhe leedback lrom lhe space was engaging lhe sublime lrom 
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multiple platforms. In particular some of the users in the 
space, felt ameditative state while search for aural repetition 
while keeping lhemselves engaged in lhe physical repelilion 
of the field. Moreover, other users felt a sense of anxiety 
wilhin lhe space. in lhal everytime lhey were searching lor lhe 
repelilion ol one ol lhe slales, ii would change only lor lhem 
lo disassociale perceplionally 

In large, mosl individuals lell lhal lhey were 
transported in the space, and that their perceptions were 
engaged in new ways ol experiencing Some ol lhe leedback 
included, newer ideas of application, on could the system 
be used lo !real medically ill palienls so lhal ii could be a 

.t' ~;:·, 
I 

I• :,1,: "1 

medilalive chamber. Oiher crilical leedback included, lhal 
lhe space could polenlially be used lor lorcher. lo keep 
an individual at bay. All in all, Ostinato·s construction was 
successlul in lhal ii lesled lhe limils ol engaging lhe sublime. 













Conclusion 

Condusion 

Through the lens of mediated architectural intervention, Ostinato 
examines how sound alters space, and its significance to the field of 
architecture. In order to determine how sound alters space; space must 
be catalogged as ways of utilizing sound. To begin a foundational catalog 
of sonorous space, a historical approach of classification illustrated in 
Sculpture in the Expanded Field by Rosalind Krauss provides a unique 
insight in classifying space relative to a field. From Krauss' classification, 
sonorous space can be catalogged into 3 spaces. 

1. Site and Object= Space ut/1/z/ng sound as played 
(Instrument) 
2 . Nomadic/ Early Spatial= Space ut/1/zlng sound as a 
receptacle 
3. Spatial/ Experiential= Space ut/1/z/ng sound from an 
external driver 

Since Barry Blesser & Linda Salter state that "Perception 
is personal" the catalogged sonorous spaces can use Steven Feld's 
notion of acoustemology as way to theorize sound as away of knowing. 
From an going process of participation, and repetition, an individual's 
perception is challenged to engage the sublime. By stating that repetition 
can create asublime experience, and that experience can be analyzed 
acoustemologically, 3methods of repetition were tested to apply to the 
field of architecture and media study. From that, it was positioned, can 
repetition be used as avehicle through which the sublime is engaged? 

Ostinato attempts to answer this question by utilzing technology 
as amediator to the physical and the biological (bioacoustics), Through 
this asystem, can be actuated by asocial/behavioral process of 

participation. The physical creates a repetition through space, architecture 
and materiality. This organization should become concrete in its symmetry. 
It exists as a field. The biological creates a repetition through sound, 
resonance and tone. This organization should become concrete in its 
asymmetry. Its diobolical because sound is ubiquitous. It is everywhere, 
and nowhere. However, the two are reflexive because the technology allows 
for it to happen. The system generates no hierarchy. 

Ostinato found a lot success. The idea, execution and order of 
system that generated noise as ametal chime began to look at the question 
if repetition could happen in architecture, sound and be mediated by a 
technology. Through aprototype development, feedback provided a newer 
way of keeping the system organized to better suit the notion of engaging 
the sublime. By reimaginating the organization of the system from horizontal 
to vertical, the space could become a larger field and allow people to be a 
part of pertormance. 

While the larger idea and question could begin to be answered, 
the research and proposal still find ambiguity in certain areas. Although 
feedback from experiencing ostinato helped realize new applications, there 
was still an underlying notion of if the system was actually producing a 
sublime experience. 

Due to contraints, it is unaware of what is actually creating a 
sublime experience, if there is one. One constaint was the siting of the 
project. Although Hayes annex A on south campus provided enough of a 
space for the conceptual research. The aggregation of the physically in 
potentially multiple rooms in amore open space would allow the system to 
engage the sublime more directly. Another note is the solenoid application 
to the chimes deadens the noise. If the application to the solenoid were 

Conclusion 

different, the resonance in the space could be potentionally alot more 
engaging . Reflecting on the gregorian chants, the cathedral provides ample 
resonance in that individuals experiencing the sound could have a newer 
perception than an HVAC annex on south campus. 

Another critic, if another system of making noise would potentially 
engage the sublime more. Because system theory is open ended on the idea 
that a system can be nearly anything, potentially another way of creating 
noise could also create adifferent engagement into the sublime. Reflecting 
on some of Zimoun's compilation from the built work, could potentially 
some of his systems integrate the idea of technology and the body mediating 
anewer engagement into the sublime. 

Overall, although Ostinato begins to answer and question if 
repetition can engage the sublime. The repetition in architecture, sound and 
technology need a larger cavity of space to be established in. However, 
Ostinato provides asolid framework for repetition to test the engagement of 
the sublime. 

Future research would push Ostinato into looking at the sublime 
through a microscopic lens first but studying how the chimes would 
resonant most efficiently through the solenoid application but also through 
how the tone, pitch and frequency engage an individual as well. The second 
would push Ostinato into looking at the repetition in the sublime through a 
macroscopic lens. If the space was larger and located in adifferent resonant 
environment the aggregation of the physical could engage the sublime more 
effienciently. The bioacoustics could benefit from this as well. 

If Peter Eisenman is indeed correct in stating that architecture 
is something that is concretized in vision, then by looking at architecture 
through the lens of sound and technology, sonorous space could help 
breakdown the unexpected in the expected. Modern society's architecture 
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BuiltWorks 

I.Space utilizing sound that Is being Played 

Anders Lind I LI NES I 2016 I B, C 
https:j/www.youtube.com/watch?v=h P36xoPXDn M 

* *Alvin Lucier I Music on a Long Thin Wire I 1992 I A, 8, D 
https:j/www.youtube.com/watch?v=rgy1E4YFef8 

Cecile Babiole I Control Room I 2009 I A, C, D 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v= 7 5wk1VkcH qo 

Steve Reich I Pendulum Music I 1968 I A, B, C 
https:j/www.youtube.com/watch?v=fU6q DeJ PT-w 

I. Space utilizing sound that is being Played 
II. Space utilizing sound as a receptacle 
Ill. Space utilizing sound from an external driver 
IV. Precedents utilizing space through other functions 

II.Space utilizing sound as a receptacle 

**Alvin Lucier I I am Sitting in a Room I 1981 I A. 8, D 
https:j/www.youtube.com/watch?v=fAxHILK30yk 

Carlita Carvalhosa I Sum of the Days I 2014 I 8, D 
http://www.a rchdai ly.com/178299/su m-of-days-at-the-moma
carlito-ca rval hosa 

A. Continuous noise -noise that is produced continuously 
B. Intermittent noise -noise that increases and decreases rapidly 
C. Impulsive noise -sudden bursts of noise that are startling and surprising 
D. Low Frequency-noise that makes upa fabric 
E. Non-Noise -noise and sound is not a driver to the prOject 

Ill .Space utilizing sound from an external driver 

Florian Ortkrass I Barbican's Rain Room I 2012 I A, C 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EkvazlZx-FO 

Minori Nagashima I Sound Forest I 2011 I B, C, D 
https:j/www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZR Bgl UC4Ig 

Ned Kahn I Pedibrion Falls I 2015 I A, B 
http://nedkahn.com/portfolio/ped ibrion-fal Is/ 

Tonkin Li u Architects I Singing, Ringing Tree I 2007 I A, 8, C, D 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=480hGyKV9qs 

**Zimoun I Compilation I Ranges I A, 8, C, D 
https:j/www.youtube.com/watch?v=CiXh FY-EFFO 

** Projects/ Precedents of most interest 

Built Works 

IV.Precedents utilizing space through other functions 

Anish Kapoor I Cloud Gate I 2006 I E 
http:j/anishkapoor.com/210/cloud-gate 

Dan Goods I eCloud I 2010 I E 
http:j/www.ecloudproject.com/ 

Diller+ Scofid io I Blur I 2002 I E 
http://www.dsrny.com/projects/blu r-bu ildi ng 

El Anatsui I Broken Bridge 11 I 2013 I E 
https:j/www.youtube.com/watch?v=rgy1E4YFef8 

Omar Khan I Open Columns I 2009 I E 
http://cast. b-ap. neVopencolu m ns/ 

Yayoi Kusama I Infin ity Mirrored Room I 2013 I E 
http:j/www.thebroad.org/arVyayoi-kusa ma 
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http:j/anishkapoor.com/210/cloud-gate
www.youtube.com/watch?v=CiXh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=480hGyKV9qs
http://nedkahn.com
www.youtube.com/watch?v=fZR
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EkvazlZx-FO
https://ly.com/17
http://www.a
https:j/www.youtube.com/watch?v=fAxHILK30yk
www.youtube.com/watch?v=fU6q
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=h
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